We plan to visit in September on our next road trip through the region.”

Kudos from around the region: “I’ve been listening to your podcast to help me learn about the region. I think

Listen to the latest season of Only One Bite: The Great Individualist Part 6 of

temporary hold on Wyoming’s law banning most abortions.

following her role in the January 6 hearings.

How Liz Cheney’s attempt to get reelected as Wyoming’s member of the House is going

story here.


Outdated water infrastructure amplifies drought problems for a small Wyoming city

the second story on the show, if you want to take a listen.

A short version of an upcoming episode of The Great Individualist aired last Friday on WHYY’s The Pulse. It’s

WHYY’s The Pulse Features Modern West Podcast Producer Melodie Edwards in

Director.

Oppose Trump vocally? Pay for it locally.

leases.

WPM General Manager

Christina Kuzmych,

to our success.

Thank you for supporting WPM and continuing to enjoy public radio. Your generosity and enthusiasm are key

(a story) about chicken strips! My pets are chickens! Not to be confused with food, except of course for their

One listener, though, noted a bit of irony. “I find it ironic that immediately following your pet story request was

country you currently reside in.”

About it. If you have a story to share, please send an email to humanature@gmail.com with the subject line

real stories where humans and our habitat meet. We are currently looking for stories to feature in our

Wyoming Public Media is thrilled to announce that it’s bringing back the award-winning podcast HumaNature, of Journalism.

to help our colleagues fill his reporting space. Will is a graduate of the Columbia University Graduate School

he reports for WPM and the Mountain West Bureau, and also contributes to Jackson Hole Community Radio

industry, Bob is leaving with a smile, as he is following his bride to New York to start a new life in the wilds of

years of award-winning service and mentorship to countless young journalists. But unlike some in the

numbers selectively avoiding it were even higher. “In the United States, those who self-identify on the right are far more

disconnected from news coverage altogether. In other countries, such as the UK and Brazil, the numbers

In industry news, “local news deserts” grow, particularly in print media, while public perception of journalism

Washington Post’s To The Contrary-a women-led weekly public affairs program for PBS. Susan

TRUE REMOVE®

😊  We are duly humbled and welcome many chicken stories.

BEHIND THE SCENES

Grady Kirkpatrick, Paul Montoya and Grady Kirkpatrick hosted the festival broadcast that included Big

Wyoming Sounds Live Broadcast from Oyster Ridge Music Festival 2022

PREMIUM:

CONCERTS:

Wyoming Sounds Live Wyoming Public Radio 4th of July Broadcast

Register to tell your story here.

MUST LISTEN

Stars, fans and local stars too, will join us on July 26, 2022. The duo can be heard around central Wyoming and Cody this

Grady Kirkpatrick, Town Mountain, Roger Clyne and the Peacemakers, Band

Paul Montoya and Grady Kirkpatrick hosted the festival broadcast that included Big

Town

Wyoming Public Radio